
Bistro Series Tables - A Welcome Break From the Norm
Serving up a multitude of finishes and features. 

The Bistro Series™ is an exceptional line of durable tables that are ideal for 

break rooms, cafeterias, casual breakout spaces, or any hospitality setting. 

Available in dining height or bar height, the tables come in a variety of 

shapes and sizes to create inviting hospitality and gathering spaces. To 

further complement corporate environments, simply select a designer finish. 

Table surfaces are offered in a variety of TFL or HPL laminate choices. Plus, 

choose a cast iron base or go contemporary with a stainless steel base.

Light in scale, high in style, and flexible in application, Bistro Tables are a 

highly satisfying choice for creating a more welcoming atmosphere.
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Bistro Series Tables 
Savor long-lasting
durability
1.  Ensure any gathering space 

takes shape.   
Whether opting for dining height (29”) 
or bar height (42”), our Bistro Tables 
are available in many shapes and sizes.  
Choose our popular round tables, from 30” 
to 42” in diameter.  Or select square tables 
in 30” or 36” diameter, or peanut shaped 
tables either 29” or 42” high. 

2.  Add design flavor and create a 
feast for the eyes.    
Mayline® offers all the right ingredients 
to make an appealing design statement. 
Tables are available in either 1” Thermally 
Fused Laminate, or 1⅛” High Pressure 
Laminate surfaces. Choose from more 
than 900 High Pressure Laminates and 3 
edge treatments: T-Mold, Knife-Edge, or 
Fluted, in corporate edge colors.

3.  Keep it fresh by mixing it up.  
High tops for two, low tables for four. 
Create a varied and comfortable 
environment by blending tastes and 
accommodating diverse user preferences. 

4.  Choose a base.  
Select a cast iron base with 3” diameter 
steel tube support in Black. Or upgrade 
with a stylish stainless steel base that 
features a square tube support and 
four leveling guides integrated into the 
underside of the base. Add an optional 18” 
steel foot-ring for casual convenience.
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effortless
Bistro Tables offer quick and easy to assemble.

compatible
Bistro Tables are visually and dimensionally 
compatible with Mayline Escalate and Valoré™ 
Seating.

PEANUT SHAPED SURFACE

BAR HEIGHT TABLE WITH CAST IRON BASE

DINING HEIGHT SQUARE TABLE WITH 
STAINLESS STEEL  BASE
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